
Meeting Minutes 03.09.2014!
Budget!!
As the contract with E&Y expired there were 2 meetings between representatives of the company 
and of SA. New proposal includes scholarships for SSE Riga interns at E&Y, that will be paid from 
SA budget. There will be several options for E&Y to sponsor SA:!
• 5000 EUR includes partnership with DoO;!
• 7000 EUR includes partnership with DoO and SA;!
• 9500 EUR includes partnership with DoO and SA and networking events;!
• 11500 EUR includes partnership with DoO and SA, networking events and the right to become 

general partner.!!
In the result of negotiations E&Y have chosen the second option, but it is not the final choice.!!
The budget of SA now depends on whether JPT and PT return their debts and on how much 
money E&Y will give.!!
There was a meeting between administration of SSE Riga and Board of JPT, where the issue of 
JPT’s debt to SA was discussed. As for now it is 3500 EUR.!!
Summer Symposium:!!
There will be three main sponsors for the SS. Their teams will have their own houses (Bottomline 
will live in the biggest house).!!
A bus that goes to Mezrozes and returned back to Riga could take 70 people.!!
Bottomline agreed to cover all loses, so it’s important to have clear records on what the money 
where spent.!!
There was a discussion on who will live where and which activities will take place where.!!
Oskars (the Basketball captain) requested a coach. SA will need to pay for the coach.!!
Also football, basketball and volleyball referees will be needed. Basketball and football referees will 
cost ~100 EUR for both.!!
Dainis is responsible for sound system and lights. It was decided to use the same equipment as 
during the parties.!!
The idea of walkie-talkie appeared to make the process of communication between team and 
activity leaders easier.!!
It was decided to have a doctor at the SS to avoid any injuries or to provide people with the first 
aid.!!
It was decided to have some porridge for breakfast.!!
Ieva has to make a banner for the stage around the party so that people know the party is branded 
«Knock».!



Homecoming:!!
The party itself will happen on November 8th at Palladium Concert hall. It is expected that around 
1000 people will attend the event.!!
It is still unknown what exactly will happen the week November 3-7th, but as for now SSE Riga 
administration is thinking about participation in Staroriga, Also there will be a usual event for 
Alumnies at Albert Hotel. During the week before the party, there will be presentations of school 
organizations at school. On Saturday there will be a Forum at the National Library.!!
Boat/Board Trip!!
It was decided that the SA Board will go to Stockholm with the whole student body, at least one 
way. !!
The trip will happen on October 16-17-18th.!!
Prices will be approximately 28.5 EUR without catering and around 50 EUR with catering.!!
Photo Session for SA Board and Responsibility List!!
To finish the responsibility list of SA Board members we need proper photos, so it was decided to 
organize a photo session.!!
Doodle should be created to decide on the date.!!
SA Council!!
To solve the problem of continuity the idea of an SA Council arised. !!
Most probably it will consist of 3 alumnies and 2 former SA Board Presidents. They will set goals 
and help for the next Boards with any possible problems.!!
Internship Feedback!!
Ernest is cooperating with administration about internship feedback sessions. !!
Other Issues!!
It was decided to have a meeting with Year1 students to tell them more about SA Board 
responsibilities.!!
On September 20-21th RGSL will have Summer Symposium. SSE Riga students are kindly invited 
to attend it.!!
Fancy a chat will most probably happen on September 18th. !!!


